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Molecular fingerprints are gaining more and more popularity in cheminformatic tasks, especially in
those connected with application of machine learning (ML). It is a result of relatively low computational
expenses connected with their generation and simplicity of making comparisons between two 0-1
strings. The effectiveness of ML methods is strongly dependent on the type of input data and
representation used for compounds description (1). Therefore, an extended study on those
relationships was carried out in order to determine optimal conditions for such experiments.
Several aspects of parameters influencing the performance of ML methods were thoroughly
examined. We tried to solve the problem of insufficient data on inactive compounds, by specifying the
ways of generation of set of molecules that are assumed inactive and by analysing their impact on
efficiency in classification of ML algorithms (2). Another part of the study was connected with the
composition of the training set (ratio of actives to inactives) (3) and with determination of the optimal
fingerprint density (percentage of 1’s) (4) in terms of their influence on ML methods performance. In
order to provide the completeness of the study, we also examined the correlation between some
physicochemical features of compounds, such as molecular weight, logP, number of particular atoms,
solubility, molecular volume, etc.
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